
www.toronto911truth.com
Local citizens striving for 9/11 Truth. Be a part of the Global Truth Movement!!

Examine the Evidence, End the Lie!
Watch the videos on our website and learn the Truth.

"No matter what you believe, it doesn't change the facts."

~ Al Kersha ~

How Strong is 9/11 Truth in Canada?

Toronto 9/11 Truth: www.toronto911truth.com

Montreal 9/11 Truth: www.mtl911truth.org

Ottawa 9/11 Truth: www.ottawa911truth.com

Calgary 9/11 Truth: www.calgary911truth.org

Edmonton 9/11 Truth: www.edmonton911truth.com

Winnipeg 9/11 Truth: www.w911truth.org

Vancouver 9/11 Truth: www.v911truth.org

Winnipeg 9/11 Truth: www.stoplying.ca

Kootenay 9/11 Truth: www.kootenay911truth.org

Yukon 9/11 Truth : www.yukon911truth.com

Halifax 9/11 Truth www.halifax911truth.ca

9/11 Truth Magazine: www.globaloutlook.ca

www.911inquiry.org

http://canadawantsthetruth911.blogspot.com/

Virtually every major city in the USA and Europe

have formed 9/11 Truth Movements.

110-Storey skyscrapers collapse at near free-fall

speed; concrete walls and floors are pulverized into

dust; multiple explosions are heard by eyewitnesses, a

dark volcano of ash darkens the sky. Can exploding

jet fuel and office furniture fires perform such a feat?

False Flag Operations (governments attacking their own people

to further agendas of war and rolling back civil liberties –

ultimately “to control”) have historically been documented (for a

closer look at False Flag Operations, do your own research into

this topic). 9/11 was such an event and the evidence speaks

volumes, as there was an overwhelming amount of video footage

that aired that day via the mainstream media. Much of the

revealing footage aired once and then never again… why?

Consider this fact: Six (6) mega corporations control the world’s

media and all are tied into the military industrial complex and/or

oil. War is their business and so is the control of information. So

is it unrealistic that the rich and powerful could create a

propaganda machine that could keep the masses in the dark about

numerous unknown facts surrounding 9/11? Read on, do your

due diligence and help end the war on terror… the war on you!

World Trade Center 7, the 47 storey skyscraper which fell at 5:20pm was

not hit by an airplane, yet fell with perfect symmetry into its own footprint.

Small fires were reported in early afternoon and even though owner Larry

Silverstein admitted in a PBS documentary that he gave the order to “pull it”

(a demolition term), the official 9/11 Commission Report and a FEMA report

fail to explain why it fell. WTC 7 housed the offices of the CIA, FBI and

other federal branches. Incidentally, all records involving investigations of

government and wallstreet fraud were destroyed. Ironically, new evidence has

arisen where the BBC reports the collapse of WTC 7 almost 30 minutes

before it collapsed (see below – google video BBC wtc7). And then there are

the Twin Towers… Collapsed because of fire being the official story: Steel

framed building don’t collapse due to fire. A recent example is the Madrid

fire in which a steel framed building burned hot – an inferno for many

hours – from top to bottom and the core columns did not collapse (see left).


